
Carbon Delta helps to uncover climate risks and opportunities in the financial markets
Carbon Delta is a data analytics firm that specializes in analyzing the climate change resilience of publicly 
traded companies and their issued, investable securities. Carbon Delta’s Climate Value-at-Risk™ (VaR) 
financial metric provides a forward-looking and return-based impact measurement to assess climate- 
related risks and opportunities in an investment portfolio. The firm’s fully quantitative model delivers 
true insight into how climate change could affect company valuations.
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Climate Solutions for Investment Professionals

 
ASSET OWNERS

Carbon Delta’s solutions for Asset Owners 
support the identification of long-term,  
climate-related impacts for asset allocation, 
external manager evaluation and regulatory 
disclosure.

 
INVESTMENT MANAGERS

Carbon Delta’s solutions for Investment 
Managers provide actionable insights to eval-
uate climate-related risks and opportunities 
and identify alpha factors in low carbon tech-
nology innovation.

 
BANKS

Carbon Delta’s solutions for Banks include 
calculations to identify optimal low carbon 
investment projects within an interconnect-
ed economy.  Access our quantitative model 
to protect credit portfolios and establish a 
disclosure framework.

 
INSURANCE COMPANIES

Carbon Delta’s solutions for Insurers de- 
liver deep outlooks into the future physical 
impacts of climate change and how these 
changes could affect insurance premiums.
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Examples of Climate Change impact

Climate change poses a systemic risk to the financial sector, whilst also producing new investment  
opportunities. Managing these risks and capturing new opportunities is crucial to protecting asset  
and optimizing performance while at the same time reaching sustainability goals.

Climate-related financial impacts

RUSSIA – heat wave 2010
The 2010 Russian heat wave, which was made 3 times more likely by climate 
change, killed thousands and cut into the country’s grain harvest. This led to 
a $5bn loss for  Russia’s grain producers and a $500bn total economic fallout.
• Carlsberg: 13% loss in quarterly profits reported by in Q2 2011

CHINA – draught 2010
Also during the summer of 2010, Northern Chinese provinces suffered a  
devastating drought that resulted in an increase of cotton prices by 300%.

• H&M: reported a 30% decline in profits in Q1 2011
• Gap Inc.: share price fell 17% 

CALIFORNIA – The Clean Energy and Pollution Reduction Act of 2015
California’s latest renewable energy law requires 50% of the state’s power 
production to be derived from renewable energy sources by 2030. US solar 
installation companies saw their revenues soar between 2013 and 2017:
• Sunrun: 1000% revenue growth, Vivint Solar: 4000% revenue growth
• Valero Energy Corp.: increased carbon price costs of $100 mil / year

INDIA – electric vehicles
According to government plans, every car sold in India from 2030 will be  
electric. Many other countries are considering the introduction of similar leg-
islation. As a result, low carbon patents at auto manufacturers are on the 
increase:
• Tata Motors: 10% of patents are low carbon, 5% in electric vehicle development
• Ford: 29% of patent are low carbon, 7.5% in electric vehicle development

Systematic  
tools for  
disclosure

Scenario  
analysis on  
climate risks &  
opportunities

Automated, 
streamlined  
report creation

Prepare your institution now
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What is Climate Value-at-Risk™?

CARBON DELTA’s Modeling Philosophy

Impact 
Modelling

Cost 
Calculation

Security 
Valuation

Portfolio 
Level

Companies are affected by climate change in several different ways, for example through extreme 
weather impacts that may damage assets at a company facility or the introduction of new climate change 
policies. Both effects have in common their ultimate impact on a company’s balance sheet. 

By calculating climate change impact per security and per scenario, Carbon Delta provides a framework 
that helps investors identify and understand climate-related impacts to take necessary action for port- 
folio performance optimization, risk management and regulatory reporting purposes.

The G20 Financial Stability Board’s Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) released 
recommendations in June 2017, which highlighted the importance of using forward-looking and  
returns-based scenario analysis to assess climate-related risks and opportunities. Carbon Delta’s  
analytical framework is closely aligned with these recommendations and therefore helps financial  
institutions to achieve reporting compliance. The analytical framework suits the following use cases  
in investment management:

2 °C portfolio alignment,  
climate-specific sector weight 
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Carbon Delta’s Climate VaR™ financial 
metric helps investors to comprehensively 
access future costs and/or revenues re-
lated to climate change impacts, and  
understand what those future impacts 
could mean towards the current valuation 
of investable securities. Climate VaR™ 
provides a stressed market valuation in 
relation to aggregated transition and phys-
ical costs and revenue projections over the 
next 15 years. 

Transition Risks & Opportunities
The regulatory scenarios aggregate future 
policy costs based on a 15-year time hori-
zon. By overlaying climate policy scenarios, 
future emission reduction price estimates 
and company data, Carbon Delta’s hybrid 
top-down and bottom-up model provides 
insights into how current and forthcom-
ing climate regulations will affect corpora-
tions.

The technology scenarios identify the low 
carbon patents held by companies, calcu-
late the relative value of patent portfolios 
over time, and forecast green revenues of 
corporations.

Physical Risks & Opportunities
The physical scenarios evaluate the impact of several extreme weather hazards, such as extreme heat and cold, 
heavy snowfall and precipitation, wind gusts, tropical cyclones, etc. as well as coastal flooding/sea level rise and 
wildfires, based on methodologies developed in partnership with the renowned Potsdam Institute for Climate 
Impact Research (PIK).

Financial Modeling
Using a Dividend Discount Model, aggregated transition and physical costs and/or revenues are discounted to  
the present and compared to the current market valuation of publicly listed companies, thereby determining a 
company’s Climate Value-at-Risk™. Carbon Delta’s Climate VaR™ thus represents a stressed market valuation for 
publicly traded companies and their associated investable securities.

Coverage 
Carbon Delta’s climate change impact calculations covers 22,000 companies, assessing all of their associated  
equities and corporate bonds as part of the analysis.
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Hybrid modeling for the most granular results

CONTACT US www.carbon-delta.com • contact@carbon-delta.com

CARBON DELTA AG
Feldeggstrasse 4 
8008 Zürich
Switzerland

Anja Ludzuweit, CFA
Director Business Development
+41 44 552 7761
a.ludzuweit@carbon-delta.com

David Lunsford
Head of Development & Co-Founder
+41 44 552 7763 
d.lunsford@carbon-delta.com 
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